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Look at process under 4 headings. Intend to focus on how to get a group 
going rather than the details of queen rearing. Think about whether you 
could be the person to set up a group in your association



Queens are expensive to buy
make sure to start with a good pure race Amm queen from a reliable 
source

Random crosses leads to unpredictable results, better to have local 
solution. 

Background bee population in some areas is not great –drones from 
mongrel colonies and from imported subspecies



Imports are a disease risk, small hive beetle, variants of existing diseases 
such as AFB EFB, Nosema, variants of bee viruses

Topical asall will be familiar with chatter about Kent Virus, South African 
variant etc and whether thay are resistant to current vaccines

Mites on imports may be resistant to varroa treatments used in Ireland.

Imports stir up the gene pool leading to hybrids
Hybrids are often aggressive. (have 2 references attesting to this 
somewhere)



Beekeeper meetings can be cliquey. Need to get everyone in the area 
involved

Every beekeeper in your area is producing some drones so best to try and 
include them in plans

New beekeepers in the area can feel isolated and may be unaware of the 
damage caused by starting up with Buckfast

Beekeepers have a desire to learn new skills but many associations don’t 
offer practical sessions so the group can meet this need



Many beekeepers coming through the education system don’t know how 
to do basic manipulation and management as there is more theory than 
practice

If you can master queen rearing it improves handling and dexterity. 

Group presents a real opportunity for skill transfer. 

Marking clipping handling record keeping

Puts the beekeeping focus on bee improvement rather than honey shows 
and suchlike
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Deciding group rules, 

Membership of group, 

cost and contribution of each member, 

who gets queen cells, 

allocating tasks, 

delegating responsibilities, 

purchasing equipment



Use a designated whatsapp group tightly focused on the activities of the 
group. 

Mentor needs to set aside time to deal with queries as there will be plenty. 

Don’t call mentors directly by phone. They will be too busy in the active 
season

– stick to the group

Don’t expect an answer to a query in 5 minutes

Whatsapp can be set up on a laptop as well as on your phone so  it is far 
easier to type and to see photos, video clips etc



Explain Arithmetic of queen rearing, queen mating, timings, synchronise 
group to queen rearing timetable, 

One person can do all the grafting.



Try and delegate responsibilities, 10min per apidea per week, apidea
management is crucial

Not every member needs to learn every skill

Horses for courses



Briefly explain principle of queenright queen rearing. W & B or locally 
known as Ben Harden method



Point group towards best reference material

New google doc group



Need at least 6 drone producing colonies, preferably a dozen. Cell raisers 
can produce 15-20 cells every week



Natural comb, clean, suited to needs of the colony

Drone producing colonies need drone comb inserted early April



Must be shaded to avoid absconding

Raised platforms avoid bad back, 

Need easy access for group members, 

Checking and management of apideas is critical



Helps queens returning from orientation or mating flights
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Indoor venue is useful

Irish weather
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Minimum amount of bees needed

each person manages his/her own apidea, 

easy to transport between sites, 

queens mate more quickly than from full colonies



Nothing expensive or complicated

Can graft direct or use cupkit for queen to lay in



Flexibility. 

Increases production

Virgins ok for a few days.

2nd incubator for the car is useful

Incubators will be discussed in more detail at a later talk



Emphasise that it can remain a low budget scheme, 

bulk purchases to save funds



Report back to NIHBS in September at end of year one



It could be you. Think about starting up a group in your own association


